Abstract-The influence of grain size on the twinning stress of an Fe-15Mn-2Al-2Si-0.7C Twinning Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steel has been investigated. Five grain sizes were obtained using a combination of cold rolling and annealing. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis revealed that the material exhibited a typical cold rolled and annealed texture. Tensile testing showed the yield stress to increase with decreasing grain size, however, the ductility of the material was not substantially affected by a reduction in grain size. Cyclic tensile testing at sub-yield stresses indicated the accumulation of plastic strain with each cycle, consequently the nucleation stress for twinning was determined. The twin stress was found to increase with decreasing grain size. Furthermore, the amount of strain accumulated was greater in the coarser grain material. It is believed that this is due to a difference in the twin thickness, which is influenced by the initial grain size of the material. SEM and TEM analysis of the material deformed to 5% strain revealed thinner primary twins in the fine grain material compared to the coarse grain. TEM examination also showed the dislocation arrangement is affected by the grain size. Furthermore, a larger fraction of stacking faults was observed in the coarse-grained material. It is concluded that the twin nucleation stress and also the thickness of the deformation twins in a TWIP steel, is influenced by the initial grain size of the material. In addition grain refinement results in a boost in strength and energy absorption capabilities in the material.
Introduction
High manganese Twinning Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steels have been attracting significant research interest in recent years owing to their high strength (up to 800 MPa) and superior formability (up to 95% ductility) [1] [2] [3] [4] . These excellent characteristics arise from a high work hardening capacity in the steel, which is due to the continuous formation of mechanical twins during deformation. Hence, these properties make the alloys ideal candidate materials for energy absorption applications, including military vehicle armour and automotive crash safety. However, the widespread use of TWIP steels, particularly for automotive applications, has been limited. This is partly due to their relatively low yield strength, when compared to other advanced high strength steels (AHSS).
The TWIP mechanism is observed in alloys which have a medium stacking fault energy (SFE), typically in the range of 18-45 mJ m À2 [5, 4] and is characterised by the formation of discrete sheared grain subregions containing a mirror plane at the interface, i.e. nanometre thick deformation twins. The impressive strain hardening exhibited in TWIP steels is largely attributed to a dynamic Hall-Petch effect [6] [7] [8] . As deformation progresses and twins nucleate, they act as obstacles for gliding dislocations, effectively resulting in a continuous grain refinement process. Consequently, this leads to a reduction in the dislocation mean free path, thus producing the characteristic high hardening rate observed. Although several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of deformation twins [7] , it is generally considered to be a process which proceeds via a dislocation mechanism, whether by a pole mechanism [9] , a deviation process [10] , or by twin nucleation through the formation of stacking faults [11] .
The stress required to generate twinning, known as the 'twinning stress', can be considered to be a combination of two separate terms. Firstly, a stress is required for twin nucleation followed by a further stress for twin growth, together defining the twinning stress. However, determining the stress required to nucleate a twin experimentally is extremely difficult [12] . Consequently, it is generally considered that the nuclei for twins already exist within the material e.g. stacking faults, and that the twinning stress which is experimentally determined is actually the stress required for twin growth.
The morphology and thickness of deformation twins are controlled by the SFE as proposed by Friedel [13] , which has been extended by Allain et al. [14] who defined a linear relationship between SFE and twin thickness. Similarly, twin thickness is also affected by the initial grain size of the material [14] . Once the first twin system is activated, the twins must develop through the whole grain. However, once secondary twin systems become active, the twins only need to develop between one twin boundary to another since twin boundaries are strong obstacles and comparable to grain boundaries. Thus, secondary twins are much thinner than the primary twins and larger grain sizes promote the growth of thicker primary twins.
The relatively low yield strength of TWIP steels has been an obstacle inhibiting the widespread use of the alloys in industrial applications. However this problem can be resolved using a range of methods. Precipitation strengthening is one such method. However, the high concentration of carbon, which is generally alloyed into TWIP steels, can lead to the formation of carbides. Furthermore, for longer annealing periods the formation of pearlite can occur [6] . Another method available for improving the strength of an alloy is grain refinement. This is attractive since it does not involve changing the chemical composition of the material. Bouaziz et al. [6] have predicted that a yield stress of 700 MPa can be obtained in an Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel with a grain size of $1 lm. Similarly, Santos et al. [15] and Kang et al. [16] have investigated the effect of annealing temperature on recrystallisation in TWIP steels, concluding that specimens exhibiting a finer grain size also display higher yield strengths.
Deformation twinning is strongly dependent on crystallographic grain orientation and the average grain size of the material [17, 18] . However, only a few studies have been conducted which investigate the influence of grain size on the strain hardening and twinning behaviour in TWIP steels [19, 18, [20] [21] [22] . Gutierrez-Urrutia et al. [19] have attempted to elucidate the role of grain size on the strain hardening behaviour of a TWIP steel by investigating the dislocation and twin substructures in the material using electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI). The authors concluded that the fine-grained material investigated exhibited a different hardening behaviour compared to the coarse-grained material. This behaviour is explained by the existence of a loose dislocation arrangement in the fine-grained material compared to a cell block structure in the coarse-grained. This leads to the formation of a single twin type, lamellar twin structure in the fine-grained material and a multiple twin substructure in the coarsegrained consisting of two active twin types.
In a separate study, Gutierrez-Urrutia et al. [18] found that grain refinement within the micrometre range does not suppress deformation twinning, although it does become more difficult and a reduction in twin area fraction occurs in the finer grain material. The authors also found that a Hall-Petch relation provided a good estimate for the effect of grain size on the twinning stress and the experimental evidence suggested that the effect of the grain size on twinning stress was similar to the effect on the yield stress of the material. However, Ueji et al. [21] suggest that deformation twinning is strongly suppressed by grain refinement. The contrasting conclusions from the two studies may be due to the influence of the stacking fault energy of the alloys investigated in each study. Gutierrez-Urrutia et al. [18] used an alloy with a low stacking fault energy ($24 mJ m À2 [23] [24] [25] ), whereas Ueji et al. [21] utilised a material alloyed with aluminium and silicon, which had a higher SFE ($42 mJ m
À2
). Bouaziz et al. [22] have studied the effect of grain and twin boundaries on the hardening mechanisms of TWIP steels, with particular emphasis on the Bauschinger effect during reverse strain testing. Here the authors concluded using a physically based model that the twin nucleation stress was independent of the grain size and was approximately 550 MPa for the grain sizes investigated (between 1.3 and 25 lm). They consequently inferred that the twin initiation strain increased with grain size and was 12% true strain for a 25 lm grain size.
A complimentary study by the authors on a TWIP steel using X-ray synchrotron diffraction measurements has shown evidence of the nucleation of deformation twins before the macroscopic yield point of the material. This observation was rationalised using ex situ cyclic tensile testing at stresses below the macroscopic yield stress. The accumulation of strain with each cycle was observed and post deformation microscopy revealed the presence of fine deformation twins in the sample.
In the present work, the effect of austenite grain size on the hardening behaviour and twin initiation stress of a TWIP steel has been investigated by performing a variety of tensile tests. A range of grain sizes has been obtained by varying annealing time. The effect of grain size on the mechanical properties and hardening behaviour has been determined and the twin initiation stress has been investigated using cyclic tensile testing. Finally, the mechanical testing results have been rationalised and augmented using a range of microscopy techniques.
Experimental procedures

Material
The TWIP steel used in this study had a nominal composition of 15Mn-2Al-2Si-0.7C wt.% and was provided in 3 mm rolled sheet form by Tata Steel Strip Mainland Europe. The average grain size of the material was 10 ± 6 lm and the stacking fault energy was calculated to be 30 ± 10 mJ m À2 using thermodynamics based models and data [23] [24] [25] .
Cold rolling and annealing procedure
Strips measuring 25 Â 80 mm were cold rolled parallel to the rolling direction of the as-received plate at $10% reduction per pass to a final thickness reduction of 50%; thereby achieving a 1.5 mm final strip thickness.
In order to obtain a range of grain sizes the strips were annealed at 850°C, employing different soaking times in the furnace to achieve the final grain sizes. Samples were subsequently either quenched in cooled brine, water or were air cooled. The experimental annealing schedule is summarised in Table 1 .
Microscopy
Samples for light microscopy (LM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were prepared following a 
Texture
After cold rolling and annealing, the texture was characterised from EBSD measurements where a minimum of 1000 grains had been indexed. The data were then used to reconstruct a complete orientation distribution function (ODF) using spherical harmonics. A Williams-Imhof-MatthiesVinel (WIMV) [26] calculation was then performed to remove any 'ghost' points. This involves fitting a minimum-curvature orientation distribution (based on the weight of each Euler angle triplet) to the spherical harmonics pole figure. The WIMV calculated ODF is then used to reconstruct the final set of experimental pole figures. These are then visualised using the software Pod2k. The WIMV calculated ODF is also used to determine the texture index (TI). The texture index is a useful parameter to compare the texture strength of a sample without regard for the individual components of that texture, where the TI is the mean square value of the orientation distribution. Therefore, a random material has a TI equal to unity, while textured samples have higher values.
Tensile testing
Tensile testing was conducted on a Zwick Roell 100 kN load frame using a 10 mm gauge length extensometer. Testing was conducted at a nominal strain rate of 10 À3 s À1 on samples with gauge dimensions of 19 Â 1.5 Â 1.5 mm. The tensile axis was aligned to the rolling direction of the plate.
Cyclic testing and twin stress determination
In a complimentary study by the authors evidence was provided using multiple methods that twinning was occurring at sub yield stresses, this included X-ray synchrotron lattice strain, peak width and intensity evolution in addition to ex situ cyclic tensile testing.
Since it has been shown that the current experimental TWIP steel twins at stresses below the macroscopic yield point, it is possible to experimentally determine the twin initiation stress for various grain sizes using a series of cyclic tensile tests at different target stresses which are below the yield stress. The total accumulated strain (e t ) can be determined after a set number of loading cycles (N). This can then be used to calculate the amount of microstrain induced per cycle (e cycle ) for a given target stress, i.e. e cycle ¼ e t /N. Once the accumulated strain at different stresses is determined for each sample, a linear relationship can be used to determine the twin initiation stress.
Cyclic testing was conducted between a threshold stress of 10 MPa and a selected target stress for 50 cycles. The initial target stress was 100 MPa, this value was increased by an additional 100 MPa upon completion of every 50 cycles up to the yield stress for each experimental sample. Each test was conducted on separate tensile specimens with gauge dimensions of 19 Â 1.5 Â 1.5 mm, the tensile axis was aligned to the rolling direction of the plate. Testing was conducted under position control at a nominal strain rate of 10 À3 s À1 . The accumulation of permanent strain per cycle was also confirmed using samples with strain gauges bonded on for extension measurements instead of an extensometer.
Results and discussion
Microstructure characterisation
The microstructure of the test material after cold rolling and annealing was fully austenitic for all the experimental annealing times. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) revealed the existence of numerous R3 annealing twins. However, no evidence of -martensite was found, Fig. 1 (a-e). EBSD was also used to determine the average grain size, Fig. 1 (f). Here twin boundaries were excluded from the grain size analysis. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) from the raw EBSD data was smoothed using a Weibull fitting function. Subsequently, the final number average grain size distribution function was obtained from the derivative of the Weibull function.
A unimodal grain size distribution was observed in all the samples (Appendix), Fig. 1 (f), and average grain sizes between 0.7 and 84 lm were obtained using the different annealing schedules, Table 2 . The experimental steel had an average grain size of 10 lm in the as-received material condition. Therefore, this sample was not subjected to additional cold rolling and annealing.
The texture of the investigated alloy after cold rolling and annealing was determined using EBSD after a minimum of 1000 grains were indexed, Fig. 2 . A typical cold rolled and annealed texture is exhibited, consisting of three main components i.e. Brass, Goss and Copper. The annealed and recrystallised texture is similar to that which would be expected in a cold rolled sample [27] with the exception of weakening of the texture intensities. Since the recrystallised texture shares the main components to a typical cold rolled f.c.c. texture, it may indicate that recrystallisation occurs via a site saturated nucleation mechanism as suggested by Bracke et al. [27] . The texture seen in Fig. 2 (AR) is weak and is essentially random texture. This is the 10 lm grain size specimen which is tested in the as received material condition, and has not been further cold rolled and annealed. Retention of cold rolling texture does not always occur and randomisation is possible. This may be due to the fragmentation of coarse grains during cold rolling and the profuse formation of annealing twins, particularly at higher annealing temperatures.
Mechanical characterisation
The tensile behaviour of the five grain sizes investigated in this study can be seen in Fig. 3(a) . A significant influence of grain size on the yield strength of the steel is clearly seen and, as expected, the yield strength increases with decreasing grain size. Similarly, an increase in the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is exhibited with decreasing grain size. However, an interesting observation is that the elongation to failure for all the experimental samples is relatively similar and a decreasing grain size appears to have little effect on the strain to failure. It has been reported elsewhere [28] that although high stacking fault energy (SFE) f.c.c. and b.c.c. alloys tend to display high yield strengths with a reduced grain size such as 1 lm, they also tend to exhibit a substantial loss in ductility. The observations in the experimental material may be ascribed to the relatively low SFE of the alloy and also due to a minor influence on deformation twinning caused by a reduced grain size.
A remarkably high strain hardening rate is observed for all the grain sizes investigated, which is characteristic of f.c.c. steels which deform via twinning. However, the hardening behaviour of the material is also affected by the grain size where an extra work hardening region is exhibited in the hardening curve of the fine grain (FG) specimens i.e. 0.7 and 4.3 lm when compared to the three hardening regimes exhibited by the coarse grain (CG) material, Fig. 3(c) .
The hardening behaviour exhibited by the fine grain material initiates with a decrease in the hardening rate with the onset of straining (region 1). The decrease in hardening observed in region 1 is non-linear. This suggests a non-equilibrium between the accumulation and recovery of dislocations. The consequent implication is that a certain level of strain is required before the deformation twins being formed are thick and frequent enough to affect the hardening rate. The first stage of the hardening behaviour extends to a minimum with further strain, finally transiting to region 2. Region 2 initiates with an increase in the hardening rate. This is caused by an increase in the deformation twinning rate. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the increase in the hardening rate may be due to the activation of secondary twin systems [29, 30] . The second hardening stage extends to a maximum after which the third region in the hardening behaviour begins. Region 3 extends to higher strains ($30% strain) and proceeds over a larger strain window compared to regions 1 and 2. As region 3 extends with further straining, a subtle and gradual decrease in the gradient of the hardening rate is observed ($30%), which leads to the onset of region 4. Region 4 continues with a decrease in the work hardening rate until the UTS is reached. The initial decrease in the hardening rate is likely to be caused by a reduction in the twinning activity. Since previously formed twins will now be present in the microstructure, they will have effectively reduced the grain size of the material. Therefore, higher stresses will be required to generate further twins. As deformation progresses, the twin volume fraction will inevitably increase and consequently the twin bundles will become denser and thicker. The fraction of newly twinned grains will saturate and the nucleation of new twins will become more difficult in the already strain hardened parent grains. Any grains which remain free of twins will almost certainly be in an orientation which is unfavourable for deformation twinning. Hence, a high work hardening rate cannot be maintained with further strain and, as a consequence, a gradual decrease in the hardening rate is observed until fracture. The hardening behaviour exhibited by the coarse grain specimens demonstrates only three distinct work hardening regions compared to the four seen in the fine grain material i.e. region 2 is not observed in the coarse grain hardening behaviour. Instead, a gradual decrease in the hardening rate is observed directly between region 1 and region 3. Similar to the fine grain behaviour, a delicate change in the hardening rate at higher strains ($25% strain) is observed i.e. a transition between region 3 and 4. However, the reduction in the hardening rate between regions 3 and 4 ($50%) is more defined when compared to the transition seen in the fine grain behaviour. The hardening behaviour demonstrated by the coarse grain material is often observed in partially recrystallised microstructures. In such cases, an increase in the hardening rate during early deformation is not observed due to the difficulty of twin formation in the recovered microstructure [15] . However, since the samples investigated in this study are fully recrystallised, the lack of increasing hardening rate during the early deformation may be due to the need for a longer strain window in order to saturate the larger grains with a sufficient volume fraction of deformation twins compared to the fine grain material. Thus an increase in hardening rate is not observed. A further cause for the hardening behaviour observed may be due to a lower primary deformation twinning rate in the coarser grain material. Idrissi et al. [31] have also reported 
(AR) different hardening behaviours observed for TWIP steels with different chemical compositions. The authors suggested that the different hardening rates were resultant of different thickness sessile dislocations which are stored at the twin-matrix interface. In addition, the twins formed in the grain sizes showing an extra hardening region were thinner and contained a larger density of sessile defects, thus making the twins stronger. Therefore, the different hardening behaviour observed in the current study may arise due to a difference in twin thickness, which is influenced by the grain size. The increase in the strength of the material with decreasing grain size is well represented by a Hall-Petch type relation:
where r y is the yield stress, r 0 is the lattice friction stress, K HP is the strengthening coefficient and D is the grain size, Fig. 4 . It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the experimental values are consistently higher than the predicted behaviour using values for the Hall-Petch constants from the literature for a Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel (r 0 ¼ 132 MPa and K HP = 449 MPa lm 1/2 ) [6, 32] . This would suggest that the addition of aluminium and silicon in the present experimental alloy has a significant strengthening influence on the alloy. This will also alter the SFE and consequently the morphology of the deformation twins. Thus, using Hall-Petch constants fitted for the experimental data (r 0 = 305 MPa and K HP = 330 MPa lm 1/2 ) shows a better agreement with the experimental observations.
Influence of grain size on twin stress
Cyclic tensile testing revealed that an accumulation of plastic strain occurred with each tensile cycle at selected stresses, which were below the yield stress of the test specimen. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the accumulation of strain in the 10 lm grain size material, this behaviour was exhibited by all the different grain size specimens investigated. The stress at which the accumulation of strain initiated was lower in the coarse grain material, which suggests that a coarse grain size promotes early deformation twinning.
The twin initiation stress was calculated by plotting the strain accumulated per cycle at different stresses, fitting a linear relationship to the experimental data and finding the intercept, Fig. 6 . The results indicate that grain size refinement increases the twin initiation stress in the material, Table 3 . Furthermore, less strain is accumulated in the fine grain material compared to the coarse grain which suggests that grain refinement suppresses either the formation of twins or the subsequent thickening of the nucleated twins. Using the experimentally determined twin stress for each grain size, it is possible to estimate the critical twin stress for twin nucleation at the single crystal limit (i.e. 1/ d = 0). This is achieved by plotting the twin initiation stress against the reciprocal square root of the grain size. Fitting a linear relationship to the data enables the limit of large grain size to the twin stress to be calculated, Fig. 7(a) . The experimental data suggest the critical twin nucleation stress for an infinite grain size to be $50 MPa.
It is generally accepted that twinning in pure metals and alloys is initiated by pre-existing dislocations that dissociate into multi-layered stacking faults which creates a twin nucleus. Several dislocation based models have been proposed for twin nucleation in f.c.c. materials [33, 34, 11] . All involve the glide of Shockley partial dislocations with Burgers vector a/6h1 1 2i on successive {1 1 1} planes. Since twinning is influenced by the SFE, Venables [34] proposed a phenomenological relationship between the SFE and the twinning stress where the influence of the SFE on the twinning stress is proportional. Based on the analysis of several f.c.c. metals and alloys Narita and Takamura [35] determined that the SFE and twin stress were proportional such that
where s twin is the critical resolved shear stress to separate a leading Shockley partial from the trailing partial and thus create a twin, c SF is the stacking fault energy, K is a fitting parameter which was determined to be 2 by Narita and Takamura [35] and b s is the Burgers vector for a Shockley partial dislocation. Since s twin can be considered to be the twinning stress for a single crystal, Eq. 2 can be used to calculate a critical twinning stress for the experimental alloy using the SFE of the material. Considering the standard deviation which arises from the thermodynamic derivation of the SFE in the experimental alloy, a critical twin stress as low as $67 MPa is predicted. The calculated stress is remarkably close to the experimental prediction for the critical twin stress for the single crystal limit.
It should be noted that such phenomenological relations are limited. Therefore, a degree of uncertainty is expected.
Kibey et al. [36] have shown that the true twinning stress depends on the entire generalised planar fault energy, including the unstable twin stacking fault energy and not just the intrinsic stacking fault energy. Similarly, Meyers et al. [37] have discussed how the equation proposed by Venables [34] does not always predict the twin stress correctly, even though the relationship is accurate for most f.c.c. metals. An example of this is the case of some copper alloys for which the twin stress varies with the square root of the SFE.
The deformation and strain hardening behaviour of low SFE materials is strongly influenced by grain size and consequently the twin stress is dependent on the initial grain size of the material. The length scale of twinning is also expected to have a significant effect on the twinning stress which, in turn, is also affected by the length scale for homogeneous slip. It has been shown by El-Danaf et al. [38] that the average slip length during straining in low SFE large grain f.c.c. metals does not change significantly. However, in fine grain materials the average slip length decreases with strain. Although these reductions are relatively small, it is nevertheless enough to inhibit the build up of sufficient dislocations that are necessary to nucleate a nano-sized twin. Furthermore, a low SFE in f.c.c. materials hinders the development of in-grain misorientations. This allows the slip length to remain close to initial grain size, i.e. before deformation twinning occurs. Hence, a higher dislocation density and larger average slip length are promoted in a large initial grain size. Therefore, the twinning stress is expected to increase with grain refinement since the slip length and dislocation density are reduced, thus making twin nucleation more difficult.
The predicted twin stress for each grain size investigated was determined to be below the bulk yield stress of the material, which is contrary to observations made by other authors [22, 18] . Bouaziz et al. [22] have suggested that the twin stress is not affected by the grain size and remains constant at $550 MPa. The authors further suggest that the initiation strain for twinning evolves linearly with grain size, implying that a coarser grain size requires a higher initiation strain. However, one would expect a larger grain size to promote twinning more readily since the slip length is greater. Furthermore, the model employed by Bouaziz et al. [22] assumes an average twin thickness which is not influenced by the initial grain size. Conversely, GutierrezUrrutia et al. [18] have reported the twin stress is strongly influenced by the yield stress which is controlled by the grain size. Consequently, the authors found that a HallPetch type relation provided a good estimate of the grain size on the twin stress. However, in both these studies the twin stress is conflated with the yield stress; this confusion most likely underlies the disagreement between these authors' interpretations of their data, and further, with Venables' theory [34] .
The influence of grain size on the twin stress in the current experimental material indicates that the twin stress decreases with increasing grain size following a Hall-Petch type relationship, Fig. 7(b) . However, the calculated twin stresses are all below the yield stress of the material. Consequently, the twinning constant in a Hall-Petch type model would need to be a lower value than that required for slip. Gutierrez-Urrutia et al. in ref [18] have used a Hall-Petch type relationship for determining the grain size dependence on twin stress. Using the Hall-Petch constant value for twinning identical to that for slip, the authors found that the relationship overestimates the twin stress compared to experimental observations. This suggests a lower twin constant compared to slip which the experimental observations for the current TWIP steel support. This also indicates that although the twin stress increases with grain refinement, twinning is not suppressed.
A noteworthy observation is the calculated twin stress in the as-received condition 10 lm grain size material which is predicted to be $115 MPa. This is very similar to the stress at which deformation twinning was initiated in the same material based on X-ray synchrotron diffraction data in our complementary investigation. This is a reassuring observation, since it has been shown by the authors that deformation twins are observed in TEM foils prepared from specimens with the (1 1 1) orientation aligned to the tensile axis that have been subjected to cyclic tensile testing at 200 MPa. It has also been reported by several authors [18, 29, 39] that during the early stages of deformation in TWIP steels, twinning occurs predominantly in grains orientated close to the h1 1 1i//tensile axis. Once the critical stress twin nucleation is attained, any further stress only serves to thicken the already nucleated perfect f.c.c. twins. Therefore, the initial grain size is expected to influence twin morphology, whereby a larger grain size promotes the formation of thicker twins, since the twin needs to grow over a larger distance. Renard et al. [40] have recently shown that a greater twin thickness produces easier internal plasticity of the twins. Therefore, it would be expected that upon cyclic loading, the coarse grain material would be able to accommodate greater plastic strain per cycle since the twin thickness is assumed to be greater. As a consequence, the gradient of the line of best fit in Fig. 6(1-4) would be expected to increase with grain size, which is seen in Fig. 6(f) .
Examination of the microstructure after each grain size material is strained to 5% engineering strain reveals that the coarser grain material does indeed contain thicker deformation twins compared to the finer grain sizes, Fig. 8 . Further investigation of the finest and coarsest grain size specimens using transmission electron microscopy reinforces this observation, Fig. 9 . Here we can see that the relative twin thickness in the 84 lm is distinctly thicker than those observed in the 0.7 lm material even though both specimens have been deformed to the same strain. Observations from the fine grain material suggest the presence of primary twins less than 10 nm thick within the material. TEM observations also reveal a contrast in the dislocation arrangement between the fine and coarse grain samples. The dislocation arrangement within the fine grain exhibits a relatively loose configuration and lower volume fraction compared to the coarse grain. Many of the dislocations observed in the large grain material appear to exist in dissociated pairs, Fig. 9 (e). The volume fraction of stacking faults observed in the two samples also appear to be affected by the grain size. A greater fraction of stacking faults were observed in the coarse grain material, Fig. 9(f) . Since stacking faults essentially operate as nucleation sites for twin growth, the many more faults observed within the coarse grain material may explain the lower nucleation stress required to initiate twinning in TWIP steels exhibiting larger grain sizes. The varying microstructure observations made from the fine and coarse grain samples suggest the hardening behaviour variation seen during mechanical testing is due to different twin thicknesses which is affected by the grain size.
Conclusions
The effect of initial grain size on the mechanical behaviour and microstructure of a TWIP steel has been investigated using a range of tensile testing and microscopy techniques, including transmission electron microscopy. The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation:
1. A 15Mn-2Al-2Si-0.7C wt.% TWIP steel was produced with 5 different grain sizes ranging between 0.7-84 lm using a combination of cold rolling and annealing. 2. The texture of the material represented a characteristic cold rolled and annealed texture comprising of Brass, Goss and Copper components. The 10 lm TWIP was obtained from the as-received condition material and has a random texture. 3. The tensile behaviour of the material showed an increase in the yield stress with decreasing grain size. This behaviour was represented well using a HallPetch type relationship. Therefore grain refinement is found to result in an overall strength and energy absorption boost. 4. The strain hardening behaviour is affected by the grain size, whereby an additional hardening region is observed in the fine grained materials. 5. Cyclic tensile testing of the different grain size specimens at stresses below the yield stress revealed the accumulation of strain with each cycle. This was also used to determine the effect of grain size on the twin nucleation stress. 6. The progression of sub yield strain accumulation proceeds in a manner consistent with sub yield twinning being hardened in a conventional Hall-Petch manner. 7. The twin nucleation stress was found to increase with decreasing grain size. The critical twin stress at the single crystal limit was determined to be $50 MPa. 8. A larger amount of strain is accumulated per cycle in the coarse grain material compared to the fine grain material. It is suggested that this is due to the formation of thicker twins in the coarse grain material. 9. SEM analysis of each grain size material deformed to 5% engineering strain revealed thicker deformation twins present in the coarser grain material.
10. TEM examination of the finest and coarsest grain size specimens reinforced the SEM observations. The dislocation arrangement was also determined to be affected by the grain size. 11. A larger fraction of stacking faults was observed in the coarse grain material indicating the relative ease for twin formation in coarse grained TWIP steels compared to a fine grain material.
